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Connections and relationships between staff and
students is a crucial part of education.  We

believe that by fostering good relationships and
strong connections we can maximise the learning

opportunities and create a positive school
environment.

In order to create opportunities for this  we have
decided to introduce once a term

LUNCHTIME GAMES.
We created a list of potential games from staff
and student ideas.  Our aim is to play the games
as a whole school, whenever possible, but for our

first go we played the following:
HIGH SCHOOL:  Zombie Tag.
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RULES
All students arrive at school.

Begin distributing arm bands as they
arrive.  Assemble and explain the

rules.  Normal boundaries exist.  If
they step

out they become an automatic
zombie.  Play only occurs during
break and non-eating times eg.

Recess and lunch
Students all begin as humans

with bands on arms.  If they are
touched by a zombie they

must move their band to their 
head & become a zombie,A human

may defend themselves
by throwing a pair of socks at the
zombie.  The zombie moves their

head band down to their neck and
they cannot kill anyone for 2 mins. 

 When the bell goes for end of recess
or lunch, play STOPS IMMEDIATELY.
When students go out for recess &

lunch, the duty teacher will
announce start of play. We included

a planted Zombie screaming after
the rules and gave 2 mins of action
before the bell went for class. Any

humans left @ end of lunch =
Zombies WIN
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students is a crucial part of education.  We

believe that by fostering good relationships and
strong connections we can maximise the learning

opportunities and create a positive school
environment.

In order to create opportunities for this  we have
decided to introduce once a term

LUNCHTIME GAMES.
We created a list of potential games from staff
and student ideas.  Our aim is to play the games
as a whole school, whenever possible, but for our

first go we played the following:
PRIMARY SCHOOL: What's The Time Mr Wolf?
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Zombie Tag
Hide & Seek

Wet Sponge Dodge
Skipping/Elastics

Board Game Tournament
Competition - who can

build the best totem pole?
Scavenger Hunt

Softball
Massive Golf Game

Whole School Rock Paper Scissors
Hula Hoop Competition

Whole School Heads Down Thumbs Up
Old School Games - invite Grandparents

Dodgeball
Mystery Room

Team Challenges
Chess Competition

Giant Jenga
Lawn Bowls

Gumboot Toss

future  Game Ideas 

"What's The
Time 

Mr Wolf?"
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